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This invention relates to methods and means
for neutron detection, and more Particularly to
improved neutron-detecting
materials.
Neutron detection and the measurement
of the
density of neutron background
as well as the
intensity of the energy of the neutrons has rein recent years.
ceived considerable
attention
The newer sources of large quantities of neutron
energy such as the chain reaction fission of certain nuclei of the type of uranium and plutonium
(element 94) has intensified this interest in such
measurements.
As is generally known, and implied by the name, neutrons lack an electrical
charge and are thus difficult to observe and
measure.
Likewise, their small mass and penetrating character limit their observation.
Consequently, in many cases, particularly witk slow
neutrons, they are detected or measured by inducing activity in a second substance, which induced activity
can be measured,
and being
proportional to the neutron density at least for
certain energies, is a secondary measure thereof.
A common procedure is to place a substance
“which undergoes reaction with, or fission under
bombardment
with, neutrons in an ionization
chamber so that, although the neutron has no
direct action on the chamber electrodes, it does
cause some reaction with this added substance
yielding highly ionizing particles.
These particles
cause an ionization current by ionization of the gas
fn the chamber which current is observed as a
measure of the relative neutron density, at least
for the neutrons having a velocity or energy which
influences the added substance.
By selecting a
substance such as uranium 235 which has a wide
range of sensitivity to neutrons, fair measure of
the total neutron density can be obtained.
Conversely, if the density of a particular energy range
of neutrons is destred, it is possible to determine
this by measuring neutron density both with and
without the interposition
of a filtering substance,
such as cadmium,
which has a resonance
or
maximum absorption of neutrons of a particular
energy but little absorption of neutrons of other
energies.
The difference in the values obtained
with and without the flfter substances will give
the intensity of those neutrons having energies
corresponding to the resonance absorption of the
ffltering substance.
These methods have utility but are not wholly
satisfactory for all purposes.
The devices occupy
a substantial
volume and require electrical connection.
It is not always convenient
to have
such a large piece of equipment in the place at
which the neutron density or fntensity fs to be
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observed.
Furthermore,
if the neutron density
at a number of points is desired, for example, in
a chain reacting quantity of flssile (fissionable)
material, it is not feasible to have this quantity
5 of equipment within the reacting mass—not only
from space consideration
but because of its influence on the reaction.
It is an object of this invention to overcome
these shortcomings
of the prior art methods.
It
10 is a further object to provide an improved method
and means for detecting neutrons, for measuring
their density, and for measuring their energy.
This invention
in general involves a method
wherein a small quantity of material which is
15 rendered artificial y radioactive when subjected
to neutrons is placed at the point at which neutron detection or measurement
is desired.
The
material is then removed from the field in which
the neutrons are likely to be present and placed
counter or
20 in the vicinity of a Geiger-Miiller
other such device which can measure radioactivity.
If neutrons of the energy which would
induce radioactivity in the material were present
at the point of detection or measurement,
then
25 it is probable that the material would have been
rendered artificially
radioactive
and it would
activate the counter or other device. The degree
of induced radioactivity,
which in turn depends
on the neutron density, the time of exposure
induction
30 thereto, the time between radioactivity
and the measurement
thereof, and the quantity,
shape and condition (e. g., apparent density) of
the material, is measurable by the radioactivesensitive device.
By fixing the conditions of a particular observaw
tion so that the results may be compared with
the effect of a standard neutron source for the
same conditions, it is possible to obtain absolute
values for neutron density of certain energy neu40 trons or for the whole range of neutron energies
depending on the material, or mixture of materials employed or the presence of other agents.
The procedure may be modified by surrounding
a material that is rendered radioactive by slow
with a neutron slowing substance so
45 neutrons
that substantially
all the neutrons that reach
the material will be slowed to velocities or energies
which effect the radioactivity
induction.
The standardization
of conditions for observawith known neutron densi60 tions for comparison
ties can be readily made as to the time of exand
posure, and time elapse between induction
observation, but the uniformity of shape and condition of the material has presented
a great
68 problem.
Generally speaking it is desirable ta
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have a large but measurable surface both for hlductlon and for observation, hence it is preferred
to operate with thin sheets of material.
These
sheets should have uniform dimensions which are
relatively easfly fixed in a lateral direction but
are dlfllcult to attain In thickness.
Furthermore.
the sheets should be relatively flexible and not
brittle in order to enable them to be handled in
the radioactivity induction steP and Particularly
to permit them to be flexed around the cylindrical
tube of a Geiger-Miiller counter or other measuring device.
Many of the desirable materials for
this purpose are not malleable hence cannot be
worked Into sheets of uniform thickness.
Furthermore, many stdtable materials are brittle or
are relatively infusible,
hence usually are obtained in a subdivided state.
Obviously such materials are ditllcult to prepare in the form of thin,
flexible sheets of uniform thickness 8nd density.
The Present applicant
has devised a novel
method of preparing uniform flexible sheets of
neutron sensitive material for this purpose.
A
quantity of finely divided powder of the selected
material fs uniformly spread in a matrix or die
such as a plate with a depression therein or hole
therethraugh
of uniform depth.
The powder is
then pressed to a dry, thin, hard, uniform layer
wherebY the apparent density approaches
the
actual density of the material by means of a
punch adapted to fit the matrix or hole In the
plate.
BY using a finely divided powder of substantially the same. composition,
grain sfze and
grafn shape, in substantially
the same Proportion
in the same type mold with substantially
the
same pressure, it is ~ssible to prepare and duPlf cats thin layers of the neutron detecting materials.
The layers are made very thin, preferably less
than a millirnetm, so they are quite flexible and
able to withstand
considerable
bending.
Furthermore, they possess great surface per unit
weight and consequently
are in an optimum
shape for radio-activity
hduction
and measurement, and for prevention of self-absorption.
An apparatus for performing this novel method is illustrated
in the accompanying
drawing
forming a part of this specification,
in which:
me
1 la a vertical sectional view of the device for forming the sheets, and
~ure
2 is a perspective
showing one such
sheet attached to a length of transparent cellophane tape.
Referring now to Figure 1 the device consists
of a plate matrix or cUe 5 with a rectangular
shaped, bevel.led ,slded depression or hole of uniform depth therein.
An aligned and cooperating
punch 8 is positioned above the die 5. A metal
foil 7 may be used to line the die depression.
A
quantity of finely divided powder 8 of the selected material is uniformly spread on the fofl
layer of the die. The powder is then pressed to
a dry, thin, hard uniform layer by the action of
the punch 6 which is slidably mounted on the
punch guide 9. If foil T fs used, it may be employed to lift the resulting pressed sheet or fflm
10 from the die. It is advantageous as shown in
FfmUe 2 to attach a flexible backing medium ii,
e. g. cellophane scotch tape to the film or sheet
10.
The fine particle sise permitg good packing of
In maldng the particles it is prethe particles.
ferred to employ the same method when duplicating results or matching standards, because with
different
particle
shapes
different
apparent
densities sometimes remdt. For example, a ham-
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mer mill will produce a flattened

particle wheraas a ball mill will tend to produce rounded prwtitles.
Furthermore,
It is sometimes
advantageous to blend particles of different sises in order
packfng before pressing.
5 to get maxfmum
The pressure applied may be varfed over a
broad range but it is advantageous to use between
about one and ten tons per square inch.
The sheet when prepared can be checked for
by weighing
and calculating
the
10 uniformity
volume
from observed
dimensions,
then determining the apparent density of the sheet.
It
will generally be at least seventy-five
to eighty
percent of the actual. density of the powdered
15 material from which it is made.
By suitable selection
of the punch and die,
sheets or layers may be made in any desired shape
such as squares, circles, ovals or the like. Likewise, sheets may be prepared curved in order. to
20 conform with the curved surface of a neutron
source or the curved surface of a radioactivity
measuring device.
To facilitate the removal of the pressed sheets
from the matrix, it is sometimes advantageous to
25 line the die with a metaf foil before adding the
powder, for example,
by spreading
a sheet of
alumhmm
foil over the hole in the matrix or
die and pressing. it into the depression or hole
with the punch.
Where the powder is sprinkled
30 in the cup of metal foil and pressed inti a thin
flexible sheet it can be removed from the die
after removal of the punch by lifting out the
metal foil which can be easily separated from the
pressed powder sheet.
The plate or sheet can be reinforced,
wati35
proofed andlor protected generally, if desired, by
means of a flexible backing such as pressure plastic tape (cellophane Scotch tape), thermoplastic
tape or moisture plastic “tape. Likewise, a thin
40 coating of Iacauer, paint, wax, glue. size. varnish
and/or enamei can be applied.
In” general it is
preferred to omit these reinforcements
but if
any are used, it is preferred that they be applied
only to one side of the sheet. The covering might,
45 in addition, be a neutron slowing agent which
brings the fast neutrons to an observable energy.
It is also pcssible to impregnate the sheet with
an addition agent, e. g., an aqueous solution of a
material which can be converted to substantially
50 the same material as the pressed plate or at least
have the same active nuclei.
This Impregnation
can be done before pressing of the material, e. g.,
by addition of a plastic material or other chemical agent, or solutlon thereof, to the powder, or
65 it can be added by imm’egnation of the finished
sheet.
The neutron detecting materials which may be
used in the preparation of the laYer include anY
non-radioactive
substance having a nucleus which
60 will by the action of neutrons thereon be rendered
radioactive with a substantial half life of at least
a few minutes but not greater than a few days,
which will be solid under the conditions of operation, and which is substantially
free of ~uclei
65 which capture neutrons without inducing radioactivity or of nuclei which fission with neu$rons
to produce two nuclei of about half the molecular
weight.
Mixtures of nuclei may be used either as
chemical compounds or physical mixtures of ele70 ments andlor compounds.
In some cases, although several kinds of neutron sensitive nuclei
are present in a compound or mixture, only one
kind of nucleus Is substantially
effective because
of great differences in capture cross sections for
In other
7S the energy of the neutrons involved.
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cases,’ the different nuclel will capture neutrons
of different energies so as to cover the ran8e of
The relative proportion
of
neutron energies.
each type of activity can be determined from observation of a total rate of decay of induced
radioactivity,
and from previous knowledge
of
rate of decay of radioactivity of each type nucleus
separately.
This ‘discussion of nuclei not only
applies to nuclei differing in atomic number but
also to different isotopes of the same atomic nurnher. In other words, normal isotope mixtures,
enriched mixtures, or single isotopes can be employed.
Among the particularly suitable materials for
use fn the present process are manganese dioxide,
iridium oxide, lead iodide, dysprosium oxide, and
the like.
These materials per se are quite satisfactory
but it is sometimes desired to increase the physical
strength of the layer or sheet.
This may be accomplished by several methods.
It is advantageous to use a binder which will have the same constitutlon as the neutron detecting sheet when the
foil is finished or at least will have the same
active nuclei.
For example, it is feasible h incorporate a solution or a suspension of a compound
of the active nuclei with the powdered material
prior to the pressing or thereafter, and after the
pressing, or simultaneously
therewith, to heat the
material to a temperature at which the material
Is dried and preferably converted to the same constitution as the powder. For example, it is possible to take the pressed plate of insoluble pressed
powder and impregnate it with an aqueous solution of a soluble compound of the active nuclei,
e. g., the nitrates which will decompose to oxide
on heating, and the complex ammine or ammoniurn salts which can be selected to form a variety
of corimounds of metallic nuclei upon heating,
such as the halides, hydroxides, sulphates or the
like. The impregnation of the sheet may be done
in one or more steps.
It is also possible to incorporate
a measured
proportion of pressure plastic material and/or
thermoplastic
material with the powdered material, preferably before the powder is pressed.
This will help ta form a firm flexible sheet. With
this type additjon agent, which is usually organic,
hence high in carbon, hydrogen and sometimes
oxygen content, there is a fair amount of slowing
of the neutrons.
This will interfere with the indications of the energy of the neutrons by resonance capture but on the other hand it will help
to increase the capture cross section of most material so that higher eftlciency of total detection
will be attained.
Resins, gums, waxes or synthetic resin, gum’s,
and waxes and the like may be used for this purpose. For example, paraffin wax, beeswax, stearic
acid, gum tragacanth,
polyacrylates or polymerfzed oleflnw may be used with the powder, and
may be incorporated directly or by solution in a
volatile solvent and removal of the solvent.
The
pressure with or without heating will cause the
plastic material to flow suf3ciently
to bond the
particles.
The sheet with or without binder may be covered on one or both faces with one or more of
various type materials.
If there is no binder,
it is often advantageous to cover one face with a
flexible tape, such as pressure plastic (cellophane
Scotch)
tape,
This increases the strength yet
assures flexibility of the sheet.
It also improves
moisture resistance and provides a handling surface.
It is also desirable at times to cover the

sheet with a neutron-slowing
substance such as
paraflln wax, polyethylene or the llke. Thk material is advantageously
removed from the radioactive sheets before measuring the activity with
an ionization chamber or the like, consequently
it is desirable to have the film removably attached or to have a thin layer Of paper or the
like interposed.
These will not stop the neutrons
from activating
the neutron-detecting
material
but they might interfere with observation of the
radioactivity
if the resulting
activity
fs evidenced by alpha particles.
The density of neutrons at a particular area
can be ascertained
in stfll another way. It 1s
possible to Place together several layers of the
same or different
neutron-detecting
material
with or without f.nterlayers of neutron-slowing
material, and then place the combined sheets
at the area to be observed.
The sheets may be
arranged with the fastest neutron detector at
the center and the slower on the outside.
The
S1OWneutrons will largely be removed but the
faster ones will reach the center.
Of course,
there is some neutron slowing as the ‘neutrons
pass through the combined sheets but by standardizing with known sources, the spectra of neutron energies may be identified accurately.
The
individual
sheets may be checked for induced
radioactivity
jointly but it is preferred to separate them and test each one separately.
Of course, if equilibrium conditions obtain ii
is possible to put the different type sheets in
separately
and consecutively.
In addition the
same or different type sheets may be shnultaneously placed at several points in the neutron
zone.
However, if too many are used at once
with neutron sources which operate by reason
of chain reaction fission, it is possible that the
neutron detectors will absorb sufl!lcient neutrons
to stop the chain.
Although a Geiger-Miiller counter la preferred,
any standard means for detecting and measuring
radioactivity
may be used in the second step,
including, for example, ionization chamber; electroscope, electrometer and proportional counter.
may be applied to the
Coincidence
counting
counting circuits.
The following example is given for the purpose
of illustrating
the present invention but, is not
intended to be limiting on the scoPe thereof:
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Ezample
About one gram of finely divided precipitated
manganese
dioxide is uniformly
spread in an
55 aluminum
foil-lined
rectangular
depression
in
a steel plate, said depression or matrix being
about five by seven centimeters.
A corresponding punch is fitted in the matrix on top of the
uniformly
spread manganese
dioxide powder.
60 The assembled
die and punch are then placed
in an unheated hydraulic pres, and a load of
about ten tons per square inch is applied and
maintained
for at least one minute.
The pressure is released, the punch withdrawn, and the
65 sheet of Pressed manganese
dioxide removed
from the matrix by lifting the edges of aluminum
foil.
The foil is stripped off the sheet and a
length of pressure plastlc (cellophane
Scotch)
tape is pressed onto both of the flat surfaces,
70 avoiding handling of the surfaces of the sheet.
The sheet is then placed in a slow neutron atmosphere
at a point at which knowledge
of
the neutron density fs desired for a few minutes the number depending
upon neutron in75 tensity.
The sheet is then removed from the
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zone and fs curved around and in contact

with
the curved surface of a Geiger-Mtiller
counter
which is ?,oUPled with electronic detecting apparatus and a mechanical
recorder.
The indUced radioactivity is measured for a period of
about twenty minutes to an hour. A number of
similar disks or sheets are prepared identically
and standardized by an identical operation with
known densities of neutrons which vary over a
wide range of values.
Also other neutron detectors can be compared
for standardization.
Neutron densities should also be standardized for
various neutron energies of about the energy of
the neutrons to be measured.
By comparing the
observed radioactive
values with the standard
values, the density of those neutrons capable of
activating manganese is determined.
As many widely different embodiments
of the
present invention may be made without departing from the spirit or scope thereof, it is to be
understood that it is not to be limited except
as defined in the aPPended claims.
I claim:
1. The process of preparing neutron-detecting
media, which comprises lining a matrix with a
metal foil, uniformly
spreading
in said foil a
powdered chemical compound material, containing nuclei which are rendered radioactive
by
neutrons, with a corresponding
die pressing at
high pressures the powdered material
into a
thin flexible strong sheet, and then removing
the pressed sheet from the foil.
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2. A flexible strong sheet of less than one millimeter thickness of compressed powdered manganese dioxide,
3. A thin flexible strong sheet of binder imdi5 pregnated compressed powdered manganese
oxide.
P(3. KOONTz.
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